FLOW CONTROL

CHOKES

N-60 ADJUSTABLE AND POSITIVE CHOKES
5000 PSI, 2” LP, LPxF, FxF, 3/4” & 1” orifices, Various Trims

3” MINI CHOKES
3000 & 5000 PSI 3” LP, 2” orifice, Various Trims

FLOW BEANS
Alloy, Ceramic, Tungsten Carbide
Choke Wrenches Available Too!

2” MINI CHOKES
2000, 3000 & 5000 PSI 2”LP, 3/4” & 1” orifices, Various Trims

JWA CHoke
10,000 PSI, 1-13/16” FxF, 3/4” & 1” orifices, Various Trims

3” H2 CHOKe
5000 PSI 2-9/16” FxF, 2” Orifice, PSL2.
5000 PSI 2-1/16” FxF, 2” Orifice, PSL2.

1502 REPLACEMENT PARTS AVAILABLE

BPRs

2000# WP 2” TEE STYLE BPR
5-200 PSI, 10-500 PSI, 10-900 PSI, 10-1500 PSI, Various Trims

5000# WP 2” HAMMER UNION STYLE BPR
5-200 PSI, 10-500 PSI, 10-900 PSI, 10-1500 PSI, 10-2500 PSI, 25-5000 PSI, Various Trims

3000# WP 3” TEE STYLE BPR
5-50 PSI, 5-200 PSI, 10-400 PSI, 10-500 PSI, 10-900 PSI, 10-1500 PSI, Various Trims

5000# WP 3” HUBPR
5-50 PSI, 5-200 PSI, 10-400 PSI, 10-500 PSI, 10-900 PSI, 10-1500 PSI, Various Trims

REPAIR PARTS AVAILABLE
Piece by Piece, Repair Kits & Cage Assemblies

**All internal Parts are the same as Tee Style BPR

5000# WP 2” INLINE BPR
5-200 PSI, 10-500 PSI, 10-900 PSI, 10-1500 PSI, Various Trims

BALL CHECKS

1”, 2”, 3” SPRING LOADED BALL CHECKS
Available in Carbon Steel and Stainless Steel with Various O-Ring options.

1/4”, 1/2” SPRING LOADED BALL CHECKS
Available in Brass and Stainless Steel with Various O-Ring options.

**All internal Parts are the same as Tee Style BPR
TANK & FABRICATION PRODUCTS

LEVEL INDICATION

ENVIRONMENTAL SEALED GAUGE (ESG)
Replaces unprotected gauge glass, eliminates two most common breakage points, Stainless Steel nozzles

SUPERIOR DRUM GAUGE (SDG)
Standard with Aflas seal, 3/4" NPT connections, 2 marking clips and scale for Quarts or Liters

GAUGE VALVES
Standard with Viton seal, Available in Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel, Brass
All bodies are Forged

GAUGE GLASS AND GLASS GUARDS
Glass is available in Standard Wall, High Pressure and Heavy Wall

Glass Guards 48"

LEVEL CONTROLLERS

LEVEL CONTROLLERS
2" Threaded-Pneumatic
4" Pneumatic-Oil or Water
8" Weld Neck Trunnion
Replacement Parts including: High Pressure Floats, Float Arms, Weights and Weight Arms

BIRD CAGE

BIRD CAGE
8"-10", Powder Coated Steel

CHEMICAL INJECTION

SUPERIOR STILL OFFERS BEAM PUMPS AND DIAPHRAGM GAS PUMPS

MIDSTREAM PRODUCTS

CLOSURES
Sizes 2" thru 16", Sch. 40 and Sch. 80, Horizontal or Vertical, High Yield available

PIG SIGNALS
2" Welded or Threaded Style in Stock

BLEED RINGS
Sizes 1" to 12" thru 600 ANSI, larger sizes available upon request, CS & SS, NACE, 1/2" & 3/4" Tap Standard

AVAILABLE AT:

TO CONTACT SUPERIOR PRODUCTS, CALL (888) 634-4717 OR EMAIL SALES@SUP-PROD.COM
www.sup-prod.com
2106 Old Highway 40, Junction City, KS, 66441
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